
Method

A marble run is a great activity for children to hone in on their engineering skills whilst having a lot of fun! 
Although not essential, a large cork board can be helpful to begin the project and attach the track to. You could 
also begin with a large box or you could attach the run directly to a wall using blue tack. A glass door or mirror 
door is a good option also as you can use tape without damage.

Begin by choosing the surface you will build your marble run 
on. Ask the children their thoughts about where might work 
best and why (hint: children might conclude higher up gives 
more distance and thus more potential variety on the track). 
Start small and don’t be too ambitious. This enables children 
to gradually gain experience and thus they will be able to 
extend their marble run by adding suitable parts.

Can you get the marble to “jump” from one part to the next? 
If you have a tube that bends (such as a vacuum cleaner or 
washing machine hose), you could use the momentum of a 
falling marble to “jump” up and out of the tube. Having the 
marble drop into a bowl could work similarly. 
Why does this work? What is needed to cause the marble to 
jump higher still? 
How does the track work with a di�erent sized marble?

Observations, conclusions, ideas

Equipment list

Marbles or small balls
Cardboard rolls, boxes and other 
recycling
Masking tape, blue tack, pins
Scissors

What’s the STEM?
We are constantly exposed to physical forces in our every 
day lives. Physical forces are also an important role in 
many technical devices and procedures. This is where 
engineering �ts in. We use engineering to �nd solutions 

Extended learning

You can extend this activity by adding items to 
make a chain reaction contraption (known as a 
Rube Goldberg machine). Can you have the marble 
hit a row of dominoes? Can the dominoes set o� 
another marble? 

Gather ideas about where they would like the marble to go, how it will pass through various parts and where it will 
end. Using your recycled materials, cut and tape together various pieces in a way that the marble can run through. 
Throughout the process of construction, try the marble and see what happens. Which direction does the marble 
go? Does the marble need more speed? How could you make the marble turn a di�erent direction? What kinds of 
angles are needed? How must the slope be positioned?
When testing and re-testing, it can be challenging and frustrating at times when the marble doesn’t go where 
planned. Lots of patience is needed and not all children have the same level of perseverance. However, setbacks 
can also spur children on to try again because next time is sure to work.

to overcome problems. The forces and e�ects 
observed making a marble run include gravity 
and friction. By observing these forces, we can 
devise mechanisms and technical actions to 
solve the “problem” of making the marble follow 
a particular track.
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